CUT THE CHOCOLATE
What you need:

cutting board, one knife and fork,
dice, block of chocolate, a dress up item (optional)

Music requirements:

No

Age suitability:

4+

The children sit in a circle with a block of chocolate in the centre on the cutting board with
the knife and fork. The dress up item goes in the centre also. The game starts by the
children taking in turns rolling the dice. The birthday child picks the number of the dice
that the is winning number. If that number is rolled the child who rolled the dice has to put
the dress up item on and then start cutting the chocolate piece by piece with the knife and
fork. The child then picks up one piece of chocolate at a time and eats it. They are only
allowed to cut one piece at a time and cannot cut or eat another piece until they finish the
one that is in their mouth. The other children continue to take turns rolling the dice and
when the number is rolled by another child the child who is currently cutting the chocolate
stops and passes over the dress up item and knife and fork.
If another child rolls the allotted number before the other child puts the dress up item on
they do not get a piece of chocolate they have to immediate remove the dress up item and
hand it to the next child.
It is important for the circle to be large so that the children in the middle have space to put
on and take off the dress up item without other children getting knocked with the
excitement.
If you want to make the game more difficult put the chocolate in the fridge or freezer prior
to playing the game to make the chocolate harder. This game will not work in hot weather
without the chocolate being put in the fridge or freezer prior to playing.
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